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To compliment the amazing range of INDASOL Tapes and 
Adhesives, we also represent three superb fixings brands as well 
as our own re-positionable tapes, Magnetic Tapes, Hook and Loop 
and Mushroom Lock.

FIXINGS
PROTECTION TAPE

SSEALANTS
STRUCTURAL TAPE

S

CONTACTADHESIVE
SPREPARATIONADHESIVES

   POS
   Exhibitions 
   Window Displays 
   In-Store Displays 
   Vehicle Signs 

   Furniture 
   Built up letters 
   Exterior Signage 
   Temporary Promotions 

   Easy Removal
   Range of fixing options 
   Repositioning 
   Fast Promo Changes 

   Instant Grab 
   Strong Bond 
   UV Stable

Typical Applications

The Range of fixings offer the following  
features and benefits

SNAPFIX is a strong and durable locator system designed 
for holding signage and panels to vertical surfaces. The 
male dome is made from acrylic and sits snuggly into the 
female cup to create a solid fixing that can be removed and 
replaced several times if needed.

SIMPLEFIX is similar to SNAPFIX in it’s application and 
operation, but works on a tower stud instead of the dome 
style. This means a slightly stronger fixing, so ideal for areas 
where change is less frequent or members of the public 
could pull signs/panels as it offers greater resistance.

Button-Fix is a unique fixing system that works with a 
key style fixing. The system is accurate and easy to use 
and provides a very robust and strong fixing system. 
Applications include Signage, Exhibitions (panels and 
furniture), Flat Pack Furniture, Sanitary Walls, Inspection 
Panels, Marine, Shop Fitting and many, many more. 
Available as screwed or bonded solutions, the Button-Fix 
range caters for all applications and materials.

Converted from master rolls, most of our single and double sided products can be produced in widths to suit your 
needs. We can also offer longer length bobbins and spools in some grades as well as bespoke die cut shapes. 

Coated with a range of adhesive technology, we can offer almost any of our products (Tissue, Filmic, Foam etc), 
with any adhesive system to suit the end application.

   FSDU Display Bonding 
   Trim Fixing 
   Panel Fixing 
   Laminating
   POS Assembly 

   Semi Permanent Displays
   Trunking/Extrusion 
   Banner Hemming
   Perm Peel Mounting

Typical Applications

   Bonds to Difficult surfaces 
   Excellent Temperature range
   Automotive and Marine Grades
   High Tack 

   Range of Carriers
   External UV Stable 
   Permanent and Peel-able

The Range of Tapes and Foams offer the following 
features and benefits

The INDASOL range of Tapes and Foams is extensive. From 
Transfer Tapes for next to no gap lamination, to foams that 
expand to fill gaps in construction, or double sided tapes for 
bonding paper to metal or even a single sided high temperature 
masking tape, we cover it all.

The INDASOL Group is made up of three companies who each offer a different 
element of Industrial Supply Expertise. Industrial Adhesive Solutions provide high 
performance Technical Tapes and Specialist Adhesives across a multitude of 
industrial sectors fulfilling a wealth of applications. Avanti Tapes convert a huge 
range of low tack temporary surface protection films. 
With on site conversion, both companies can provide bespoke widths and lengths of tapes, foams 
and UHB products to suit individual needs. Production Consumables Direct provide the online 
presence for both businesses as well as additional products such as marker pens, and other 
associated products. 
Based in the heart of the UK and having a presence in Scotland and Ireland,  
we are well placed to provide expert on site technical assistance, fast turnaround orders 
from our huge stocks and a professional quality service operating to ISO9001 and 
ISO14001. Our aim is to offer the highest possible service at the best possible rates 
and provide a first class experience to all of 
our stakeholders in our chosen markets.

Whatever surface you need to protect, the AVANTI Tapes range of low tack surface protection products can cater 
for all applications. From glass and glazing, granite worktops, automotive interiors/exteriors, bright metals, sheet 
metals, carpets and hard floors, window frames to precious metals, we have you covered. With a complete range 
of tack levels, thicknesses, and colour choices, we have a product for every surface protection need.

   Painted Metals 
   Marine GRP
   White Goods 
   Bright Metal 
   Powder Coated metals 

   Automotive 
   Brown Goods 
   Chromed Metal 
   Glazing and Glass 
   Electronic Screens 

   Varnished Woods 
   Carpet and flooring 
   Plastics and Profile 
   Extrusions

Typical Applications

   Easy Removal 
   Widths and Lengths to suit 
   No residue 
   Range of adhesion levels
   UV stable for exterior use 

   Range of Thicknesses 
   Safety backing of mirrors 
     Machine Length  

rolls available
  Reduces Scratching

The Range of Protection Tapes offer the following 
features and benefits
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Part of the INDASOL Group is AVANTI Tapes offering low tack 
surface protection tapes and films across a huge range of 
industries and applications. Master logs are slit and rewound 
in the UK to produce finished products in a range of widths and 
lengths to suit.
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We offer:
  Hot Melt    Water Based (D3 and D4)   Polyurethane (PU)   Solvent Based
  Welding Cements    Crystal Clear    Silicones    MS Polymers    SIGNBONDER

   Product Assembly
   Mirror Mounting
   Exhibitions Panels
   Pre Powder Coat Bonding

   Acrylic Displays 
   Joinery
   POS Assembly 
   Signage Making 

   Foam and Upholstery
   Cladding

   Locator Bonding
   Sign Fixing
   Pre Powder Coat Bonding 
   Metal Bonding 
   Joining 

   Automotive and Marine Assembly 
   Foamex Bonding 
   Tray and Pan Marketing
   Big Head Bonding

   Channel and Rail Fixing
   Tray Making 
   Cabinet Making 
   Stiffener Bars 

   Joining 
   Automotive Assembly and Fixings 
   Pre and Post Powder Coat
   Glazing

   Bonds to Difficult surfaces 
   High Strength
   Automotive and Marine Grades
   Liquid, Aerosols and Spray
   LSE Technology 

   High Tack
   Excellent Temperature
   External UV Stable 

The range of Contact Adhesives 
from The INDASOL Group is 
second to none. We are proud 
to be a ‘MASTER DISTRIBUTOR’ 
for established brands such as 
TENSORGRIP and TUSKBOND, 
and if a cost-conscious Product 
is the solution, our PROBONDER 
range covers all bases. Available 
in Aerosol, Canister and Bulk 
Forms, and offering unrivalled 
Technical Support, there really 
is no where else to look for your 
Contact Adhesive Requirements.

Whether it’s Joinery, Foam, 
Upholstery, Cladding, Insulation, 
Marine, Aerospace or Automotive 
to name a few, INDASOL have the 
Adhesive for you!

KEY FEATURES from the 
INDASOL Contact Adhesive 
Range: 

   A2 Fire Rating
   Dichloromethane Free
   Fully self contained system
   Fast Bonding
   Instant Grab
   High Solid
   Low Odour
   Polystyrene Compatible
    High Gloss Mist Spray 
    +Much More

The Indasol ProTank offers the ultimate 
‘Adhesive per Square Meter’ Cost Saving. 
Through our ProBonder Bulk Range, the 
Adhesive is simply poured into the Indasol 
ProTank, and with the fully adjustable ProTank 
Gun, applied to your substrates for the optimum 
bond. Available with 20LTR and 40LTR Adhesive 
Storage capabilities, the Indasol ProTank is the 
future of volume Contact Adhesive Application.

Key Features:

   Easy Set Up and Use
   Fully Adjustable Spray Pattern
   Fully Adjustable Air/Adhesive Ratio
   Re-Useable
     Up to 30% ‘Adhesive to Square Meter’ Cost 

Saving compared to Standard Canisters
     Available with Non-Chlorinated ProBonder 

Bulk Adhesive

INDASOL are proud to be a Master UK 
Distributor for Quin Global, and the TensorGrip 
Brand. Manufacturing ‘Adhesives That 
Outperform’, Tensor have built their reputation 
on understanding the materials, applications 
and processes of the key markets they serve. 
Through key distribution partners such as 
INDASOL, they have combined a passion 
for innovation with decades of engineering 
expertise to develop a Spray Canister System 
that promises improved results and 
reduced production time from 
DAY ONE. With On-Site Training 
throughout the year at Quin 
Global’s Centre of Excellence, 
at INDASOL we have the tools 
and expertise to offer unrivalled 
technical support for the 
TensorGrip Brand.

When selecting any adhesive system from either of the above leading brands, INDASOL are able to specify, 
stock hold and manage the process from start to finish. Being totally independent, we can ensure that you 
get the right product for the task at within the budget that suits.
 

With a Brand built around the notion of being 
‘The Professional Choice’, TuskBond are at the 
forefront of the UK Contact Adhesive Market. 
As a Platinum Distributor, INDASOL offer the 
COMPLETE TuskBond Range of Products, and 
with Full Technical Control and continuous work 
on Product Development, the TuskBond range 
of Products continues to grow. TuskBond’s 
mission is to enable users to select and develop 
the best products for their business 
from skilled and technically trained 
distributors such as INDASOL at 
a competitive price, as well as 
offering fast, accurate, ergonomic 
and portable adhesive systems 
with a range of Products built 
on the principle of quality and 
consistency.

JOINERY AND WOODWORKING  |  CLADDING AND INSULATION  |  SIGNAGE AND DISPLAY  |  CONSTRUCTION | UPHOLSTERY AND FOAM  |  SHOP FITTING AND EXHIBITION  |  WINDOWS AND DOORS  |  HVAC AND REFRIGERATION  |  GLASS AND GLAZING  |  TRANSPORTATION
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The Range of high performance adhesives offer the following 
features and benefits

Adhesives and Sealants covers a vast range of 
bonding technologies. Thankfully, INDASOL can 
help you navigate to the product you need. 

Supplied in a range of formats, our 2 Part Structural Adhesives offer 
similar levels of bond performance to our UHB Tapes, but  
in a liquid form, so easy for Joining, or building up bond lines. 
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An extremely high strength bonding tape made from 100% acrylic. 
Basically, high strength adhesive on a roll. These are by far the 
strongest tapes on the market and can in some cases replace rivets, 
screws and welds and even pass through powder coating.

   Bonds to Difficult surfaces 
   Totally Clear Products
   Automotive and Marine grades
   Adheres to most surfaces 
   Excellent Temperature Range 
   External UV Stable 

   Range of setting speeds
   Replaces Screws, Rivets & Welding 
   High Tack 
   High Strength 
   Range of colours 
   Pink and Green   

   Bonds to Difficult surfaces 
   High Strength 
   Replaces Rivets, Welds, & Adhesive  
   Automotive and Marine Grades 
   Cold Stick Technology 
   External UV Stable 

   Over Printable 
   Range of Thicknesses & Widths 
   Excellent Temperature Ranges 
   Totally Clear Products
   Cost and Labour Savings 
  Powder Coat Products 

Structural 2 Part Adhesives offer the following features and benefits

UHB Tapes offer the following features and benefits
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To Compliment the MARKET 
LEADING INDASOL Range, we 
offer ALL Accessories:  

  Premium Gun’s
  Hoses
  Spray Tips 
  Cleaning kits
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An extremely high strength bonding tape made from 100% acrylic. 
Basically, high strength adhesive on a roll. These are by far the 
strongest tapes on the market and can in some cases replace rivets, 
screws and welds and even pass through powder coating.

   Bonds to Difficult surfaces 
   Totally Clear Products
   Automotive and Marine grades
   Adheres to most surfaces 
   Excellent Temperature Range 
   External UV Stable 

   Range of setting speeds
   Replaces Screws, Rivets & Welding 
   High Tack 
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   Range of colours 
   Pink and Green   
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   Cold Stick Technology 
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   Over Printable 
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UHB Tapes offer the following features and benefits
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To Compliment the MARKET 
LEADING INDASOL Range, we 
offer ALL Accessories:  

  Premium Gun’s
  Hoses
  Spray Tips 
  Cleaning kits
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To compliment the amazing range of INDASOL Tapes and 
Adhesives, we also represent three superb fixings brands as well 
as our own re-positionable tapes, Magnetic Tapes, Hook and Loop 
and Mushroom Lock.
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   POS
   Exhibitions 
   Window Displays 
   In-Store Displays 
   Vehicle Signs 

   Furniture 
   Built up letters 
   Exterior Signage 
   Temporary Promotions 

   Easy Removal
   Range of fixing options 
   Repositioning 
   Fast Promo Changes 

   Instant Grab 
   Strong Bond 
   UV Stable

Typical Applications

The Range of fixings offer the following  
features and benefits

SNAPFIX is a strong and durable locator system designed 
for holding signage and panels to vertical surfaces. The 
male dome is made from acrylic and sits snuggly into the 
female cup to create a solid fixing that can be removed and 
replaced several times if needed.

SIMPLEFIX is similar to SNAPFIX in it’s application and 
operation, but works on a tower stud instead of the dome 
style. This means a slightly stronger fixing, so ideal for areas 
where change is less frequent or members of the public 
could pull signs/panels as it offers greater resistance.

Button-Fix is a unique fixing system that works with a 
key style fixing. The system is accurate and easy to use 
and provides a very robust and strong fixing system. 
Applications include Signage, Exhibitions (panels and 
furniture), Flat Pack Furniture, Sanitary Walls, Inspection 
Panels, Marine, Shop Fitting and many, many more. 
Available as screwed or bonded solutions, the Button-Fix 
range caters for all applications and materials.

Converted from master rolls, most of our single and double sided products can be produced in widths to suit your 
needs. We can also offer longer length bobbins and spools in some grades as well as bespoke die cut shapes. 

Coated with a range of adhesive technology, we can offer almost any of our products (Tissue, Filmic, Foam etc), 
with any adhesive system to suit the end application.

   FSDU Display Bonding 
   Trim Fixing 
   Panel Fixing 
   Laminating
   POS Assembly 

   Semi Permanent Displays
   Trunking/Extrusion 
   Banner Hemming
   Perm Peel Mounting

Typical Applications

   Bonds to Difficult surfaces 
   Excellent Temperature range
   Automotive and Marine Grades
   High Tack 

   Range of Carriers
   External UV Stable 
   Permanent and Peel-able

The Range of Tapes and Foams offer the following 
features and benefits

The INDASOL range of Tapes and Foams is extensive. From 
Transfer Tapes for next to no gap lamination, to foams that 
expand to fill gaps in construction, or double sided tapes for 
bonding paper to metal or even a single sided high temperature 
masking tape, we cover it all.

The INDASOL Group is made up of three companies who each offer a different 
element of Industrial Supply Expertise. Industrial Adhesive Solutions provide high 
performance Technical Tapes and Specialist Adhesives across a multitude of 
industrial sectors fulfilling a wealth of applications. Avanti Tapes convert a huge 
range of low tack temporary surface protection films. 
With on site conversion, both companies can provide bespoke widths and lengths of tapes, foams 
and UHB products to suit individual needs. Production Consumables Direct provide the online 
presence for both businesses as well as additional products such as marker pens, and other 
associated products. 
Based in the heart of the UK and having a presence in Scotland and Ireland,  
we are well placed to provide expert on site technical assistance, fast turnaround orders 
from our huge stocks and a professional quality service operating to ISO9001 and 
ISO14001. Our aim is to offer the highest possible service at the best possible rates 
and provide a first class experience to all of 
our stakeholders in our chosen markets.

Whatever surface you need to protect, the AVANTI Tapes range of low tack surface protection products can cater 
for all applications. From glass and glazing, granite worktops, automotive interiors/exteriors, bright metals, sheet 
metals, carpets and hard floors, window frames to precious metals, we have you covered. With a complete range 
of tack levels, thicknesses, and colour choices, we have a product for every surface protection need.

   Painted Metals 
   Marine GRP
   White Goods 
   Bright Metal 
   Powder Coated metals 

   Automotive 
   Brown Goods 
   Chromed Metal 
   Glazing and Glass 
   Electronic Screens 

   Varnished Woods 
   Carpet and flooring 
   Plastics and Profile 
   Extrusions

Typical Applications

   Easy Removal 
   Widths and Lengths to suit 
   No residue 
   Range of adhesion levels
   UV stable for exterior use 

   Range of Thicknesses 
   Safety backing of mirrors 
     Machine Length  

rolls available
  Reduces Scratching

The Range of Protection Tapes offer the following 
features and benefits
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Part of the INDASOL Group is AVANTI Tapes offering low tack 
surface protection tapes and films across a huge range of 
industries and applications. Master logs are slit and rewound 
in the UK to produce finished products in a range of widths and 
lengths to suit.


